NEW PRODUCTS

PROTECTING bags from dirt, dampness and accidental club loss, a new elephant hide vinyl travel case is the latest innovation from S. I. Jacobson. The case features a heavy-duty double zipper to protect against pilferage and comes in a zippered plastic cover, which is reusable as a sweater bag, travel kit, etc. The case comes in five different colors and logo reproduction is available.

SAFE AND SELECTIVE, Lawn-Saver herbicide concentrate from Delta Foremost covers large areas at a low cost. Adaptable to bluegrass, bentgrass and bermuda, Lawn-Saver is a combination herbicide and surfactant, highly concentrated and containing six pounds of active herbicide in each gallon.

KEEPING THE BALL above ground is the whole idea behind the Range Ace ball picker by Hollrock. Using resilient aluminum discs and flexible guide pins to reduce lateral movement of the ball, the Range Ace cuts the risk of pushing balls into the ground. An "A" frame attachment is bolted to the golf car to ensure full flotation needed for the picker. Three baskets holding 300 balls each are included.

SETTING TRENDS in sauna installations is the concept behind log saunas from Golden Gate Spa Products. Built with spruce and imported from Finland, the systems are prefabricated and available in 22 different sizes. Shown below is the Rantasalmi unit offering wall thickness of three inches. Saunas can be built to individual specifications and can include space for adjacent shower facilities.

CERTAIN STORAGE problems can now be eliminated for the superintendent with 48-inch wide shelving units now being introduced by Lyon Metal Products. Three different models are available in depths of 12, 18 or 24 inches with either regular or reinforced shelves. Optional bin fronts are available along with label-holders and base strips. Dove Gray, Seamist Green and Desert Sand are the colors.

EACH WASHOUTS the beauty of laminated club heads is the job of two new stains from Kristal Kraft. "Action Blue" and "Tee Green" have been perfected to look good and protect the wood. Also now on the market is "Mira-Mask", a protective layer applied to faces and sole plates during staining.

GOOD LOOKING durability is featured in furniture for the club house by Romweber. Shown below is a poker table with a 61" x 61" top in a choice of either leather or naugahyde. Chip containers are reversible to make a flat, wood border.

FEATURING unique twin "Pulsaktors" that provide positive displacement, the Hudson Peerless power sprayers deliver up a 10-gpm output and can develop pressures up to 400 psi. Models on tandem wheels are available from 100 to 300 gallons.

A NATURAL extension to its line of clubs, Lynx introduces its Bobcat putter. Highlighting strength in its bold design elements, the Bobcat offers heel-toe endweighting through cavity back design and a grooved top sight line.
MARKETED exclusively for the country club or through the pro shop, a limited edition of golf-oriented serigraph prints are available from Kunstler Studios. Seven prints comprise the collection, which illustrates various historic golf characters with descriptive captions. Serigraphed prints differ from regular litho-prints, since they require 20 hand mixed opaque colors, each applied one at a time. According to the publisher, the prints could be a most unusual tournament award or gift sold through the pro shop.

CLEARING THE AIR is a snap with an electronic air cleaner by Master Appliance. The streamlined, portable model shown below is adaptable to bar units, meeting rooms, banquet halls or any place in the club where people gather. Utilizing activated carbon filters, the Master automatically cleans the room of smoke, fumes and odors.

VERSATILE enough to handle a number of ground chores, the Hesston Front Runner Three Wheeler offers a combination of maneuverability and all-season use. Available in either 16 or 19.8 hp models, the Three Wheeler has a heavy-duty gear box with rack and pinion steering, a zero turning radius, front-wheel hydrostatic drive and precise control of front-mounted attachments. Attachments include a 48-inch, 60-inch or giant 80-inch batwing mower, a snow thrower or V-plow for snow removal and a 48-inch blade for moving dirt.

MOBILE FOODSERVICE racks by Crescent Metal Products aid the movement of food in the kitchen. The Cres-Cor units are constructed of aluminum and are available in heights from 36 to 70 inches. Cres-Cor also offers a convenient bulk storage rack. The racks are designed to hold plastic food boxes, featuring interlocking lids.

COURSE IRRIGATION components by the Weathermatic Division of Telsco are built for long-life and performance. The P-34 “Lawnmaster” is the newest sprinkler in the line.

A REMARKABLE concept in putting lies within the Teacher putter. According to its manufacturer, it’s the only teaching club that can actually be played with. On the practice green, the putter is used with its projecting insert and in play, the reverse side.